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Abstract
Wind power prediction is of great importance for the safety and stabilization of grids. The most important and 
difficult problem now is to enhance the prediction precision. BP (Backward Propagation) neural network has been 
used extensively in wind power prediction. But BP network is apt to getting into local minima and its convergence 
rate is slow. Tabu search is a kind of intelligent algorithm, which can achieve the global optimizations. This paper put 
forward a wind power prediction model of BP neural network optimized by tabu search algorithm with memory 
function. The result shows that with appropriate input parameters, the wind power prediction model of neural
network based on tabu search algorithm can improve the prediction precision as well as the convergence rate.
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1. Introduction
Wind power capacity in China has reached 41,827MW by the end of 2010, which is 62% more than 
that of 2009. In the next 10 years, Chinese wind power industry will keep a high growth rate. With the 
rapid development of wind power, some problems have appeared. Because of the fluctuation and 
intermittence of wind, the large capacity wind power connected with power grids will bring austere 
challenge to the safety and stabilization of power system operation. Wind power prediction will provide a 
basis for the system operation. It’s an effective approach to alleviate the disadvantage influence of wind 
power to the power grid and thus to increase wind power proportion in power grids. Wind power 
prediction of 24 hours in advance is most welcomed by system operation in China. For this purpose, 
NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction) must be used for better precision.
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The most urgent need for short-term wind power prediction now is to enhance the prediction precision 
and many scholars are working hard for this purpose [1]. 
ANN (Artificial Neural Network) has the advantages of parallel processing, non-linear mapping, self-
adapting learning and fault-tolerance. So the ANN is used extensively in pattern recognition, control 
optimization, fault diagnosis, prediction and so on. Wind power prediction is a quite complicated non-
linear process involved various factors. ANN is an appropriate method for wind power prediction and has 
been widely used in wind speed and wind power prediction [2]-[6]. 
BP (Backward Propagation) network is the most universal and successful neural network. BP learning 
algorithm is based on gradient descent and so it is apt to getting into local minima and its convergence 
rate is slow. TS (Tabu Search) is a kind of intelligent algorithm which can achieve the global 
optimizations [7]. So TS can be used to train BP network. Reference [8] shows that TS derived solutions 
were significantly superior to those of backpropagation solutions. Self adaptive tabu search was used to 
train the neural network in [9]. The result showed that the new algorithm improved the convergence
probability and precision of BP network apparently. The similar results can be found in [10]-[11]. The 
tabu search was used to improve the nonlinear function approximating ability of the neural network in [12] 
and the results confirmed that the method can greatly improve the approximating ability of the neural 
network for several typical nonlinear functions. 
A new tabu search algorithm with memory function was put forward in [14]. This algorithm was 
adopted in this paper to train the BP network. And a wind power prediction model of neural network 
based on tabu search algorithm with memory function, which is called MTS-ANN model, was built for 24 
hours prediction in advance. The result shows that the MTS-ANN model can improve the wind power 
prediction precision and the convergence rate compared to simple ANN model.
2. ANN Model
2.1. BP Neural network
BP network is composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden layer may be one or 
more. In theory, a neural network with one hidden layer may approximate continuously or integrable 
functions. Most of the previous predictions used this kind of structure. One-way connection is used 
between nerve cells of different layers, while the nerve cells of the same layer are independent with each 
other. The transfer function of hidden layer nerve cells is usual Sigmoid type and Purelin for output layer. 
The output may be arbitrary value. The learning process is the adjustment procedure of nerve cells
threshold value and connection weights. Usually the adjustment is along the negative gradient of network 
error and at last achieves the minimal value of network error. Because of the inherent vice of gradient 
descent method, BP network has the disadvantages of lower convergence rate and getting into local 
minima. Therefore some refinement algorithms appear, such as algorithm with factor of momentum, 
variable rate of learning algorithm, Levenberg- Marquardt optimization method and so on. These 
algorithms improve the learning capability of BP network to some extent, but they can’t guarantee BP 
algorithm’s astringency and global optimum in all training.
2.2. Design of BP network structure
Structure design is an important factor for the characteristic of a neural network. For a BP network, 
structure design is to decide the nerve cells number of input layer and hidden layer. The output layer is 
usual the result. 
The selection of input nerve cells number is a very critical issue. More input nerve cells carrying more 
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information will improve prediction precision but at the same time increase training quantity and training 
time. Input parameters must be selected appropriately to ensure higher prediction precision and shorter 
training time. 
For 24 hours wind power prediction in advance, the inputs can be wind parameters from both NWP 
and tower, and recorded data of wind turbines. After lots of testing for the least prediction error, the wind 
speed, wind direction, air temperature, air pressure and relative humidity from NWP were chosen as 
inputs.
Fig. 1. BP structure for wind power prediction of 24 hours
The selection of hidden nerve cells number is a difficulty in BP network study. BP network can not 
deal with complicated mapping relation and result in worse prediction precision with too little hidden 
nerve cells. On the contrary, over fitting may occur with too many hidden nerve cells and also result in 
poor prediction precision and long training time. The common method is to adjust it in training process. 
The optimal number is corresponding to the minimal error. The paper also adopted this method. 
Fig.1 is the structure of BP network.
3. Memory Tabu Search Algorithm
3.1. Tabu search algorithm
The idea of Tabu Search (or Taboo Search, for short TS) is put forward by Glover (1986) at the 
soonest. It’s an algorithm of global optimize and is a simulation of human intellection. TS algorithm 
avoids circuity search by introducing a flexible storage structure and relevant tabu rule. And TS algorithm 
releases some tabooed superior state to assure the diversification and ultimately achieve global 
optimization. The main idea is: Suppose there is a solution neighborhood. First of all, choose an initial 
local solution x as current solution and name it as optimal solution. Then use the current solution x as 
jumping-off point and search optimal solution x′ in solution neighborhood. To avoid circuity search, a
tabu table is setup to memory the near term operation. If the current search operation has been recorded in 
tabu table, then this search operation is tabooed, else substitute x′ for x as current solution.
3.2. Memory tabu search algorithm
The memory tabu search algorithm can be described as following [14]. The main distinction between 
MTS and TS lies in Step 3.
Consider the continuous global optimization problem
wind speed  
wind direction
air pressure
wind  power
…
air temperature
relative humidity
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(P) {min.s t ( )f xx∈Ω
where Ω is a compact subset of Lebesgue measure space ( , ( ), )n nR L R µ and f is a real-valued 
continuous function defined on Ω . MTS for solving problem (P) is described as follows:
Step1: Generate an initial point 0x ∈Ω ; set 0 0 , 0x x k
∗ = = .
Step2: If a prescribed termination condition is satisfied, stop. Otherwise generate a random vector 
y by using the generation probability density function.
Step3: If ( ) ( ),kf y f x
∗≤ 1 1,k kx y x y
∗
+ += = , else if 1( ) ( ),k kf y f x x y+≤ = , else if y did not satisfy the 
tabu conditions, then 1kx y+ = , else 1k kx x+ = . Go to step 2.
4. ANN Prediction Model Based on MTS Algorithm
4.1. Basic principle
The basic principle of ANN based on MTS algorithm is to optimize neural network’s connection 
weights using TS algorithm which has memory function. Achieve the global optimal solution using the 
global search capability of TS algorithm and thus avoid getting into local minimal.
4.2. Procedure of the algorithm
The following is the procedure of optimizing neural network with TS algorithm [14].
Suppose the error function of some BP network is ( , , , )h o h of f W W θ θ= , symbols hW , oW , hθ , and oθ
are connection weights between input layer and hidden layer, connection weights between hidden layer 
and output layer, threshold value of hidden layer nerve cells and output layer nerve cells in turn. The
optimization for network is the process of solving min (f , , , )h o h oW W θ θ . For the convenience of 
depiction, symbol ∆ is used to denote vector  ( hW , oW , hθ , oθ ) .
(1) Initialize ∆ . The concrete means is to endow every component of ∆ with a little random number, 
named initial∆ .
(2) Symbol best∆ denotes the optimal solution searched so far. Symbol now∆ denotes the current 
solution. best initial∆ = ∆ , now initial∆ = ∆ . The vector now∆ is storied in the tabu table.
(3) Produce a neighborhood solution new∆ of initial∆ , and calculate ( )newf ∆ and ( )bestf ∆ .
(4) If ( )newf ∆ hasn’t varied for many times continuously (There is a given time) , then stop the 
algorithm and output the result, else go on with the next step.
(5) If ( ) ( )new bestf f∆ < ∆ , then best new∆ = ∆ , now new∆ = ∆ . Vector new∆ enters tabu table and the memory 
point in table backward in turn. The tabu table is updated. If ( ) ( )new bestf f∆ ≥ ∆ , we need to judge if new∆
is tabooed or not. If the vector new∆ is within some memory point’s given neighborhood, then it is tabooed. 
A neighborhood solution vector new∆ is reconstructed. If new∆ isn’t tabooed, then now new∆ = ∆ and update 
the tabu table at the same time.
(6) Produce a neighborhood solution new∆ of now∆ and go to step (4) .
We get the optimized weight vectors hW , oW , and threshold value vectors hθ , oθ when the training 
finished.
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5. Example of Application
5.1. Study object
Take a wind farm in Hebei Province as study object. There are 122 wind turbines of 1.5MW. There is 
a wind tower in the wind farm upward about 6km, which has a good representativeness for the wind farm. 
NWP is calculated for 65m height of the wind tower. Three months data of 2010 were used as training
sample to optimize the ANN based on TS algorithm and one month data of 2011 as testing sample. To 
make a comparison with the MTS-ANN model, a simple BP model was also established and tested with 
the same data.
5.2. Data processing
The data must be processed before used in prediction model. Data are from NWP and recorded history 
of wind turbines. First the validity of data should be checked as in wind resource assessment. Then the 
data for training and testing should be selected carefully, which will directly affect the prediction 
precision. In this process, the data not reasonable should be deleted. There are 20 groups of recorded data 
of one wind turbine in Table 1. 1st to 9th group of data in Table 1 are unreasonable with high wind speed 
corresponding to negative wind power, so these data should be deleted and not used as training samples.
Table 1: Data selection
Wind speed (m/s) Wind power (kW) 
1 10.2364 -3.36607
2 10.45025 -3.91443
3 9.992949 -3.31563
4 11.64041 -3.45171
5 11.92437 -1.51336
6 10.45917 -1.30537
7 10.08783 -1.43232
8 10.66898 -1.45133
9 8.637082 -4.42063
10 8.675342 243.6298
11 8.30203 757.319
12 8.473888 773.795
13 9.075601 937.7179
14 8.54377 802.4048
15 8.050301 760.4169
16 7.34173 545.39
17 5.73466 289.8351
18 5.811538 293.1701
19 6.101823 349.3615
20 7.796695 647.4712
As described in section II, the wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, air pressure and relative
humidity from NWP were chosen as inputs, and the output parameters were wind power to be predicted. 
The values of different parameters vary widely. For example, wind speed varies from 0 to 30m/s or 50m/s, 
while wind power varies from 0 to 183,000kW. In some cases, supersaturation may appear for some 
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neurons. So the parameters should be normalized to avoid supersaturation and improve prediction
precision.
Wind speed value is normalized by (1) .
min
max min
i
gi
v v
v
v v
−
=
−
                 (1)
giv -Normalized value of i th wind speed
iv -Real value of i th wind speed
minv -The minimum value of all wind speed
maxv - The maximum value of all wind speed
Air temperature value, air pressure value and wind power are normalized with the same method as 
wind speed value. Wind direction value between 0° and 360° and the due north is 0°. Considering the 
characteristic of wind direction, it is normalized by sine function and cosine function.
5.3. Prediction results
The training result shows that there are 6 inputs (two are wind direction, one is sine function value and 
the other is cosine function value) for the BP network. The hidden layer nerve cells number is 9 for 
simple BP network and 7 for MTS-ANN model. In the MTS-ANN model, the optimization will stop if 
the objective function hasn’t varied for 300 times continuously.
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Fig. 2. Prediction results comparison between MTS-ANN and ANN
Table 2: RMSE and MAE of ANN and MTS-ANN models
ANN MTS-ANN
Training time (s) 30 23
RMSE (%) 17.96 16.05
MAE (%) 15.04 13.09
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The prediction model was validated using one month test data. Some results are shown in Fig.2.
Compared with the prediction result of simple BP network, it can be seen that the prediction result of 
MTS-ANN is more close to the real value. This can also be seen from Table 2.
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and MAE (Mean Absolute Error) are often use for wind power 
prediction precision evaluation according to the standard of wind power prediction. RMSE and MAE can 
be calculated respectively by (2) and (3) .
2
1
( )
n
Mi Pi
i
P P
RMSE
Cap n
=
−
=
∑
           (2)
1
n
Mi Pi
i
P P
MAE
Cap n
=
−
=
×
∑
            (3)
MiP -Real value of i th wind power
    PiP -Predicted value of i th wind power
    Cap -Average wind power capacity in operation
    n -Predicted data number
The prediction RMSE of MTS-ANN model is 1.91% lower than that of ANN model and the MAE of 
MTS-ANN model is 2.15% lower than that of ANN model, so the MTS-ANN model can improve the 
prediction precision. Also the MTS-ANN can improve the convergence rate compared to the ANN.
6. Conclusion
Wind power prediction of 24 hours in advance is very important now in China. BP network is the most 
popular method used in wind power prediction but BP has some inherent disadvantage, such as getting 
into local minima and lower convergence rate. The tabu search can jump out of the local minima and 
expand the search area and so to solve the local convergence of the gradient method. In this paper, the 
tabu search algorithm was used to optimize the BP neural network and a MTS-ANN wind power 
prediction model was built.
Compared with the simple BP network model, the wind power prediction model of MTS-ANN can 
improve prediction precision as well as the convergence rate. 
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